WEST MELBOURNE RECREATION

Your keys to writing success
Offered by Malcom Massey
Mr. Massey is a published author, writing instructor, and independent publishing coach. Mr. Massey has over a
decade of writing, publishing and teaching experience in a variety of teaching settings.
Mr Massey is offering a four-part Creative Writing Series, created specifically for West Melbourne Recreation, to
be taught for four months. Each monthly session will last 2 hours. My goal is to provide 5 years-worth of writing
and publishing experience in each hour of class session, advancing the prospective writer toward their writing
goals.

Sep 13, 2022 Session 1: Amazon KDP: Pros & Cons
Amazon KDP is the undisputed leader in the world of self-publishing. Because of their success and innovation, every
independent publisher imitates Amazon KDP. Also learn which publishers to avoid, saving money and time. You owe
it to yourself, and to your book, to study these Pros & Cons from a published author who has published 10 books on
Amazon KDP since 2001.

Oct 11, 2022 Session 2: Writing the Perfect Plot
Does your plot propel your story forward? With this seminar, your story becomes more powerful, your characters
reach their full potential. For fiction or non-fiction, for writers of all levels, from concept to your work-in-progress.

Nov 15, 2022 Session 3: Maximizing Your Book Series
Writing a series? The considerations for writing a series are much different than writing a stand-alone book. If you
do not plan ahead, your hopes for a successful series could be ruined. Avoid trouble by learning how to plan ahead,
from a published author with 7 novels in one series since 2001.

Dec 13, 2022

Session 4: Back on Track

Despite our best intentions, all writers get off track with our writing. Life happens: a move, a family, an illness or
other setback. Learn to forgive yourself and get back on track toward your original goal in a simple, easy-to-follow
strategy that will have you writing again in no time. From material the instructor wrote and personally used with his
own writing.

Each 2-hour session will be $30.00

$20 for seniors 55+ & veterans.

Class Dates: Sep 13, Oct 11, Nov 15, Dec 13
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM.
PRE-REGISTRATION PER SESSION REQUIRED

WEST MELBOURNE RECREATION—321.837.7779

